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Preferred by almost all Indian women for its comfortabilty and versatility, salwar kameez with
dupatta is a complete traditional Indian ethnic wear for all occasions. Brought to India by the Central
Asians, ensemble was popularized by Mughals.

Salwar Kameez has come a long way since their existence, from a normal traditional wear to the
show stealer in fashion shows. Salwar or churidar is the bottom part which is tied around the waist
either by a lace or elastic. Kameez is the tunic part which is wore on the upper half. A dupatta or a
stole accompanies the suit to add elegance and beauty.

Traditional indian attire can be made from pure cotton, silk, georgette, brocade, jacquard, velvet,
synthetic, tussar silk, brasso, velvet and chiffon and in wide variety of styles. Salwar kameez come
in 3 basic forms: plain, printed and embroidered. Plain kurtis of alluring dark and soft colors look
beautiful and elegant. Printed salwar kameez usually have floral prints, animal prints, abstract prints,
and other traditional motif prints. Plain and printed salwar kameez are perfect for casual, office and
daily wear. Embroidered kurtis look rich and royal.

Embellishment of aplique, bagh, badla, abhla, resham, sitara, jaali, sequin, chikankari, gota, kantha,
katiawari, kutchi and sindhi make this ensemble a master craft. Beautiful designs like floral, paisley,
abstract, traditional motifs are crafted by the craftsman to give this beautiful ensmeble a perfect
look. Embroidered kurtis can be worn for any occasion be it a wedding, birthday, reception, casual
parties or office.

Salwar kameez with dupatta come in many forms and can be worn by ladies from 8 to 80 years old.
Patiala salwar kameez are the most popular attire for North Indians especially Punjab and Haryana.
Patialas usually have a short or mid length kameez with very baggy pants. These are quite
comfortable for summers.

Off-late Anarkalis and leggings have taken the fashion market by storm. Anarkalis are the frock style
dresses with lots of heavy embroidery and blinging materials. Anarkalis are perfect choice for
parties and special occasions. Bollywood and celebrities have made this salwar kameez a popular
choice for all ladies. Vibrant and bright colors and intricate artwork make these salwar suits
appealing and eye-catchy. Leggings are the next big thing happening in salwar kameez trends. It is
a perfect casual wear for coleges, daily wear and offices. Team dark and soft color leggings with
any kurti and get that perfect wow look. Leggings help you to flaunt your figure as they remain tight
and attached to the skin. Plain or embroidered leggings can be paired with colorful kurtis

Dupatta or stole which is worn with the salwar kameez adds elegance to the suit. Dupatta/stole can
be worn on one side, both side or can be simply put on neck. Ladies used to put dupatta on both
sides covering their upper half of body in old times, but as time passed dupatta is either worn or not
worn with salwar kameez. Dupatta can be put on head to show respect to elders.
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Aarush Rai - About Author:
IndianTAG offers a wide collection of a salwar kameez with dupatta at affordable wholesale prices.
Choose from a wide range of Bollywood Salwar Kameez, Patiala Salwar kameez and Anarkalis. Get
perfect fit salwar kameez by giving the measurements and getting your cloth stitched and delivered
at your doorstep. VeriSign and Escrow offers secure and safe financial transaction.
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